UNDERSTANDING MODERN SLAVERY
HUMAN TRAFFICKING & FORCED LABOUR

Kuelewa utumwa, usafirishaji wa binadamu na kulazimishwa

Commercial Sexual Exploitation

_unyonyaji wa kijinsia_

is when a person is abused in a sexual manner. This can be through forced prostitution; forced marriage; rape; or forced pornography.

Debt Bondage

_utumwa wa deni_

is also known as 'bonded labour' or 'debt slavery'. It occurs when a person is required to perform work or services in order to pay off a debt. Most or all the money they earn goes to pay off their loan.

Forced Labour

_kulazimishwa_

is a situation in which an individual involuntarily performs any type of work or service under some sort of threat. The threat can be real or threatened, but the individual feels unable to refuse.

Domestic Servitude

_utumwa wa majumbani_

refers to the forced labour of an adult or a child that is performed in someone else's private residence, where the individual may also be required to live in that home.

Human Trafficking

_usafirishaji wa binadamu_

is the recruitment, transportation, holding or obtaining of persons typically for the purposes of forced labour or commercial sexual exploitation.

Virtual Trafficking

_unyonyaji mkondoni_

is when traffickers and child abusers use online platforms to solicit and manipulate children into performing sexual acts in front of a webcam. Children's images and videos are then transferred, held and received for the purposes of further exploitation and abuse.
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